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When bartender Avery Johnson is asked by her boyfriend Mark if she wants to go on a riverboat cruise, she’s skeptical. Mark only barely
qualifies as a boyfriend, and she knows he’s got an ulterior motive. But against her best judgment, she agrees to go with him, thinking this
will be an opportunity for them to rekindle their relationship. She never expects him to abandon her once they board the cruise ship so he can
go gambling. Frustrated, Avery heads for the bar, behind which is Dakoda, a gorgeous woman that Avery can’t take her eyes off. She’s tall,
sexy as sin, and for some reason, is pushing all of the right buttons. Avery doesn’t understand why she’s feeling the way she does. She’s
never thought she was a lesbian before, and yet, the sight of this woman makes her feel fuzzy inside… and hot in her center. She has no idea
that, in a moment of impulsiveness, she’s going to let this woman make her feel pleasure like she’s never felt before. She has no idea that
her life is going to change after one night with this woman. And she certainly has no idea that she’s going to fall for this woman… and fall
hard. All her life, Avery had been looking for something, something she didn’t know. And now she’s in love with a woman… Only, she
doesn’t know if this was just one night of passion for the stunning Dakoda… or the beginning of something more. River of Love is a novellength steamy lesbian romance-with-a-happy-ending that tells the story of two women finding unexpected love after a chance encounter on a
river boat.
"In these irreverent pages, a shapeshifter gets a crash course in gender and sexuality by inhabiting both sides of the binary and arriving
precisely somewhere in the middle." —O, The Oprah Magazine “HOT” (Maggie Nelson) • “TIGHT” (Eileen Myles) • “DEEP” (Michelle Tea)
It's 1993 and Paul Polydoris tends bar at the only gay club in a university town thrumming with politics and partying. He studies queer theory,
has a dyke best friend, makes zines, and is a flaneur with a rich dating life. But Paul's also got a secret: he's a shapeshifter. Oscillating wildly
from Riot Grrrl to leather cub, Paul transforms his body and his gender at will as he crossed the country––a journey and adventure through
the deep queer archives of struggle and pleasure. Paul Takes the Form of a Mortal Girl is a riotous, razor-sharp bildungsroman whose
hero/ine wends his/her way through a world gutted by loss, pulsing with music, and opening into an array of intimacy and connections.
LOVE UNBRIDLED: A Lesbian Romance Collection is a bundle of 3 sensual and passionate lesbian romance books from Delaney Silva,
Dylanne Brooks, and Evette White. These three lesbian romance novellas are heartwarming, sensitive, sexy, and describe journeys of selfdiscovery and personal growth. If you like lesbian love stories that are passionate, loving, and steamy, then this F/F romance bundle is for
you. LOVE UNBRIDLED contains the books A Love Of Cliches, Crazy, and A Mature Touch. * A LOVE OF CLICHES I know I must seem like
a cliché... I’ve spent my whole life thinking one way. And now I’m suddenly thinking the other... I thought I knew who I was, and what I
wanted. My boyfriend was a jerk, so we broke up. I thought I’d find another. I never thought that I’d find a girl. I never thought I’d want a girl.
But here I am, after meeting Daisy, and I’m spellbound by her. Starstruck by her. She makes me warm inside, makes me laugh. I could
watch her just be herself for hours, days, weeks, months... years. I still don’t know if I’m a lesbian or not. All I know is that I’m falling in love
with a girl... And I don’t know if she loves me back. * CRAZY I need to stop falling for the straight ones. It’s a tale as old as time for lesbians.
There are always two rules: Don’t fall for your best friend, and don’t fall for a straight girl. This time, I’ve done both. Love is crazy, and is
found in the strangest of places. What I thought was a dead end could lead to new love. A new girl. Someone who wanted me back the same
way I wanted them. Someone I’m falling for. But love is complicated. And now I’m caught between two women, stuck in a love triangle. I
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don’t know what’s going to happen... But what I do know is that I love two different women. And I can’t imagine my life without either... * A
MATURE TOUCH The moment I saw Bea at the wedding reception, I was besotted. She was much older than I, but she was glorious. I
wanted her immediately, and fought tooth and nail to quell my urges, and to not get caught staring. It was a silly infatuation... a younger
woman lusting after an older woman. Bea was graceful... sexy... and she had an aura about her. Just thinking about her made me... you
know what in between my legs. But she was a married woman... married to a man. She’s got to be straight as an arrow. There’s no way
she’d be interested in a younger girl like me. But when she invites me to a private meeting with her, I don’t know what to think. I’m a
nervous, mumbling, shaking wreck. But when, by accident, our lips meet, there’s electricity. I departed the meeting hoping I’d left an
impression. And my heart skipped when I got a message from her asking if she could see me again...
Some secrets are meant to be kept. Others, broken. It’s recognizing which that is the hardest… Stephanie Morrison was trapped in a fading
marriage. Her love and joy was her son, Benjamin, a boy as beautiful as anything. Her husband had long since lost interest. There was
nothing there anymore… and maybe there never was. Stephanie couldn’t explain it, but she’d always felt like she was compromising. Like
she was never really into it with him… She’d had urges before… urges for women. But she’d always dismissed them. Stray thoughts… what
else could it be? It wasn’t until she met Kelly Carlson that these thoughts barged their way back into her brain again. Kelly was young,
beautiful, full of energy. Kelly was Benjamin’s teacher. Stephanie didn’t know why she was so drawn to the young, sexy woman… All she
knew was that when she looked into Kelly’s eyes, her heart thundered in her chest, and warmth thrilled between her thighs… She wanted to
get to know the young woman better… For Kelly promised pleasures she’d never experienced. But those pleasures would have to remain a
secret…
Caitlin and Gabe have each been broken in the last year. For curvy Caitlin, it was her heart when her spouse and loving partner passed on
from a terminal illness. Already a widow and only twenty-three years old. Seeking a way to mourn privately, she decides to move from her
small hometown and spend a year elsewhere, seeking peace and quiet, so she can recover. Gabe has just finally gotten the green-light from
his doctor. Since his car accident from a year ago, resulting in a near-paralyzing injury, he’s worked hard and tirelessly to recover physically.
Now that he has the okay to pursue his need for sexual intimacy and relations, he is eager and hungry to find a new lover. Their worlds
collide and each has to better understand the other’s recent challenges they’ve gone through, before their own love can take bloom. Just in
time to share the Holiday season together. Will they find themselves alone during the holidays? {10,000 words, 40 eReader pages, New
Adult, BBW Romance, HOLIDAY SERIAL, PART ONE} KEYWORDS: bbw, BBW, romance, widow, injury, auto accident, new beginnings,
second chances, holidays
A playboy chef rescues the Choates Inn Restaurant in Cape Cod with an aphrodisiac menu that patrons can't resist. Can the restaurant's
owner, Abby, tear herself away long enough to realize he might be trying to steal the restaurant from under her nose?
One is grumpy. One is sunshine. There is only one bed. Kiskeya Burgos left the tropical beaches of the Dominican Republic with a lot to
prove. As a pastry chef on the come up, when she arrives in Scotland, she has one goal in mind: win the Holiday Baking Challenge. Winning
is her opportunity to prove to her family, her former boss, and most importantly herself, she can make it in the culinary world. Kiskeya will stop
at nothing to win, that is, if she can keep her eyes on the prize and off her infuriating teammate's perfect lips. Sully Morales, home cooking
hustler, and self-proclaimed baking brujita lands in Scotland on a quest to find her purpose after spending years as her family's caregiver. But
now, with her home life back on track, it's time for Sully to get reacquainted with her greatest love, baking. Winning the Holiday Baking
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Challenge is a no brainer if she can convince her grumpy AF baking partner that they make a great team both in and out of the kitchen before
an unexpected betrayal ends their chance to attain culinary competition glory. Buy Mangos and Mistletoe to get your sweet and sexy highconcept contemporary romance fix today!
Lia Brooks has a broken heart and a burning desire to escape New York City. She decides Provincetown is the perfect winter escape to find
some peace and regroup. Alex McKinnon is the pastry chef and proprietor of The Flour Pot Caf‚ in the heart of Provincetown. She loves
owning her own business and the easy, no-strings-attached relationships that come with living in a gay tourist mecca. When Lia appears in
the caf‚, the attraction is immediate. The passion between them promises more than a casual affair, but it?s never that simple. Women from
Alex?s past pop up at the most inopportune times. Then there?s Lia?s ex, who brokers deals for a living and is unaccustomed to losing. Will
Alex and Lia be able to overcome the roadblocks and find a happily ever after?

? 55% OFF for Bookstores! NOW at $ 34.97 instead at $ 44.97! ? Get comfortable, dim the lights and let your Imagination
Run Wild with this Exciting Story... Your Customer Never Stop Reading this Exciting Explicit Romance Novel Book! You
are a step away from finding the best collection of hot, steamy, and passionate sex stories that will keep you entertained,
relaxed, curious, excited, and very horny for hours on end! We all have wild sexual fantasies that we wish could come to
life. Some are taboo, though, so we know they can't happen in our real world, but we still can't help but think about them,
if presented with the opportunity to fantasize about them! That's what this book aims to achieve - push the boundaries of
what's possible in your world so that you get a peek of the taboo wild sex fantasies that are deeply embedded in your
mind! The sizzling hot erotic stories in this book will help unleash your wildest fantasies by freeing you of the guilt and
pushing your sexual desires to the limit. Studies show that 30 to 45 minutes of listening to erotic sex stories results in a
good mood, healthy sexual communication between partners, and increased arousal. People who listen to sex stories
have 74 percent more chances of having sex than those who don't. And this book will help you achieve all that and much
more. Do you have some wild sex fantasies that you would rather let them live in the fantasy world because they are so
much of a taboo? Would you rather let your imaginations do the work rather than watch the same old repetitive crap in
the name of X-rated movies? Are you looking for sex stories that will keep you entertained, horny, and looking forward for
a possible release? Are you looking for hot sex ideas to try out with your partner? Are you excited and curious to know
the dirty doings, naughty romps, and rough poundings of other people? If so, this book is for you! Get a chance to indulge
in your wildest fantasies. What are you waiting for? Buy it NOW and let your customers Become Addicted to the
Incredible Series of Novels written by Pamela Vance!
The women she's known and loved. The women who've raised her. The Brown Women in literary works who've seared
their stories into her memory. Women who have survived, women who ensure the survival of others. Women who love
when love consistently threatens to walk out of the door. Women who create where only barrenness is expected to exist.
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Hot Chef!A Lesbian Romance NovelNicolette Dane
I’ve always loved chemistry. The exact moment one thing changes into another fascinates me. Sometimes, it happens
because of a change in temperature. Sometimes, it happens because another element is introduced. Anne was that
other element. She was the exact moment of change in me. My sexual awakening. She showed me things I’d never
experienced before. Made me feel a pleasure I’d never imagined before. Forced me to feel alive in a way I’d never felt
before. I let her conquer my body. I let her dominate my mind. I gave myself to her, utterly, completely, totally. I fell in love
with her. Chemical reactions can be explosive. But sometimes, destructive. I didn’t know how we were going to navigate
the forces that tried to pull us apart. All I knew was that Anne and I had formed a bond. And we would have to fight if we
wanted to keep it…
You are a step away from finding the best collection of hot, steamy, and passionate sex stories that will keep you
entertained, relaxed, curious, excited, and very horny for hours on end! We all have wild sexual fantasies that we wish
could come to life. Some are taboo, though, so we know they can't happen in our real world, but we still can't help but
think about them, if presented with the opportunity to fantasize about them! That's what this book aims to achieve - push
the boundaries of what's possible in your world so that you get a peek of the taboo wild sex fantasies that are deeply
embedded in your mind! The sizzling hot erotic stories in this book will help unleash your wildest fantasies by freeing you
of the guilt and pushing your sexual desires to the limit. Studies show that 30 to 45 minutes of listening to erotic sex
stories results in a good mood, healthy sexual communication between partners, and increased arousal. People who
listen to sex stories have 74 percent more chances of having sex than those who don't. And this book will help you
achieve all that and much more. Do you have some wild sex fantasies that you would rather let them live in the fantasy
world because they are so much of a taboo? Would you rather let your imaginations do the work rather than watch the
same old repetitive crap in the name of X-rated movies? Are you looking for sex stories that will keep you entertained,
horny, and looking forward for a possible release? Are you looking for hot sex ideas to try out with your partner? Are you
excited and curious to know the dirty doings, naughty romps, and rough poundings of other people? If so, this book is for
you! Start listening, as it covers erotic taboo stories that will literally rock your world with pure lust, desire, and anticipation
as you wet your pants! Literotica or erotic fiction allows you to be in control of your fantasies by giving you the freedom to
set the pace, choose what kind of story to listen to, and indulge your imagination to picture what's happening exactly in
the stories. Whether you're into sexy fan fiction, queer sex, or you are just looking for steamy sex scenes to get you in the
mood, this book is perfect for you. These stories describe a world of forbidden desires and delicious aches that provide
true explicit stories, true desires and true passion. Get a chance to indulge in your wildest fantasies. What are you waiting
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for?
A recipe for love: One cup of homespun country farmer Two dollops of hotshot city chef A sprinkle of funky little
restaurant Increase the heat until romance sizzles. Hannah Little doesn’t have much use for fancy chefs or fancy
restaurants, but that’s exactly what Three Willows Farm needs to survive. When a local restaurant wants to feature her
produce, she’s thrilled. But the contract means working with an egotistical, and (let’s face it) drop-dead-gorgeous head
chef from New York City. Chef Drew Davis can’t wait to run her own kitchen. If taking a job at some trendy farm-to-table
restaurant in the middle of nowheresville will get her there faster, she’s on board. She has no intention of staying though,
and that means the feisty farmer who keeps trying to tell her how to do her job can’t be anything more than a pleasant
distraction.
Finding forever is simply too hard. As a renowned chef, Gabriella Russo knows how to season a good dish. It’s her
personal life that’s been too spicy for her liking. Ready to take a break from the roller coaster of romance, Gabriella’s
moved to Oregon to open Tangled, a restaurant on the grounds of Tangle Valley Vineyard. A good glass of wine and
space to create is all she requires. Ryan Jacks brings all the girls to the yard, or so it should say on her business card.
She’s a skilled carpenter who’s been told more than once that she’s good with her hands. When Ryan takes a job
building a new restaurant, her world comes to a halt. The sassy chef is sexy, insightful, and comes with the kind of smart
mouth that has Ryan rethinking just about everything. But with Gabriella off the menu, what’s Ryan supposed to do?
Named a most anticipated romance by Oprah Daily, Marie Claire, BuzzFeed, PopSugar, and more! The author of the
“hilarious...joyful, elegant” (Publishers Weekly, starred review) To Have and to Hoax returns with an effervescent,
charming, and swoon-worthy novel about a man and woman who never agree on anything—until they agree to a nostrings-attached affair in this Regency-era romp. The widowed Diana, Lady Templeton and Jeremy, Marquess of
Willingham are infamous among English high society as much for their sharp-tongued bickering as their flirtation. One
evening, an argument at a ball turns into a serious wager: Jeremy will marry within the year or Diana will forfeit one
hundred pounds. So shortly after, just before a fortnight-long house party at Elderwild, Jeremy’s country estate, Diana is
shocked when Jeremy appears at her home with a very different kind of proposition. After his latest mistress unfavorably
criticized his skills in the bedroom, Jeremy is looking for reassurance, so he has gone to the only woman he trusts to be
totally truthful. He suggests that they embark on a brief affair while at the house party—Jeremy can receive an honest
critique of his bedroom skills and widowed Diana can use the gossip to signal to other gentlemen that she is interested in
taking a lover. Diana thinks taking him up on his counter-proposal can only help her win her wager. With her in the
bedroom and Jeremy’s marriage-minded grandmother, the formidable Dowager Marchioness of Willingham, helping to
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find suitable matches among the eligible ladies at Elderwild, Diana is confident her victory is assured. But while they’re
focused on winning wagers, they stand to lose their own hearts. With Martha Waters’s signature “cheeky charm and
wonderfully wry wit” (Booklist, starred review), To Love and to Loathe is another clever and delightful historical rom-com
that is perfect for fans of Christina Lauren and Evie Dunmore.
Kayla Redmond was looking forward to her new job as a high school teacher. She was going to focus on her career. Relationships
were out of the question. As long as she managed to have a little harmless fun on the weekends, she was content. But when
she’s given the classroom next to Melissa Martin, a woman sexy as sin, she finds herself immediately interested. Just one
problem… Melissa’s got a boyfriend, Glen. It could never work. Falling for a straight girl is a big no-no. But when Melissa comes to
Kayla for sexual advice, everything changes. Melissa wants Kayla to be her sexual mentor… to teach her what to do in the
bedroom. Kayla never expects that in teaching the inexperienced Melissa, she would give the gorgeous woman a sexual
awakening… Kayla never expects to find that her desire for Melissa is not as hopeless as she once thought… And Kayla never
expects to be pulled into a love triangle full of conflict that might lose her Melissa forever… …right as she’s beginning to fall in love.
If you enjoy erotic stories about women loving women, get your hands on this collection of sensual short stories from nine of the
most prominent names in lesbian fiction, many of them award-winning authors.
They say college is where you learn a lot about yourself. Well… in college I learned I wasn’t as straight as I thought I was… …And
that I could fall in love with a woman. It was Angela who taught me that. We were just roommates. Two out-of-our-minds-horny
roommates. At first I thought what I was feeling was a strange kind of displaced lust. I mean… I was innocent. I didn’t have a
boyfriend. But the way my body would react when I saw her… The way I would focus on her lips… imagine them on mine. The way
heat surged into my center. I couldn’t explain it. Then I started to notice something else. When I was with her… the world seemed
brighter. When she laughed, my heart leapt. When she met my eyes… I felt like I was falling into her gaze. But we’re just two
straight girls who happen to be roommates. This can’t possibly be happening… can it? Turning Point is a steamy lesbian romancewith-a-happy-ending that tells the story of two roommates finding their true selves, and stumbling upon unexpected true love.
Emily Gold, head chef for one of Chicago’s most acclaimed French restaurants, has just been picked to compete on the hit reality
TV show Hot Chef! Everything has been falling into place for Emily with her cooking career. All that’s missing is her love life.
Raina, another contestant on the show, appears to be introverted and sweet on the outside. But inside of her burns a flame of
culinary talent that instantly draws Emily in. The two become fast friends and as the heat in the kitchen grows, so does the heat in
their relationship. But reality TV is never drama free, as both Emily and Raina soon discover. Will the desire Emily feels for her
beautiful competitor overcome her desire to win the title of Hot Chef? --- This book is written for those who love lesbian romance,
lesbian fiction, lesfic, lesbian authors, lesbian writers, lesbian lovers, lesbian novels, lesbian books, lesbian stories, reality tv,
cooking competition.
The lovely doctor Abby Hart lives in her dream cottage in the quintessential English border town of Ludbury, home to the
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Goodmans. Maggie Goodman, all fire and passion, is like another mother to her, amiable Richard a rock and 60s-child Celia is the
grandmother she never had. But Abby has a secret. Best friend Jude Goodman is the love of her life, and very, very straight. Even
if Jude had ever given a woman a second glance, there'd also be the small problem of Maggie - she would definitely not approve.
But secrets have a habit of sneaking out, and Abby's not the only one with something to hide. Life is just about to get very
interesting for the Goodmans. Things are not what they used to be, but could they be even better? "If you ever wanted to know
how straight women become lesbians, how lesbians fall in love, make love and almost ruin love, The Goodmans is the book for
you!" - TT Thomas
In a world where most stories are told to you in the third person point of view, You and I flips the script and puts you in the shoes of
the author and her partner. These first person-written lesbian short stories will make you feel like you are truly a part of what you
have read. They are told in such a way that anyone can see themselves in the scenarios. Depending on your imagination, you can
have experiences as if you are with the author or as if you are the author. If you want to have an interactive experience, you and
your partner can read them aloud to each other. One night, you could be having your first lesbian experience in a friend's house,
and the next night, you could be meeting someone in a club to release a little frustration. You could be going for a weekend of
camping with your partner, or you could be headed to meet up with a new friend for a much-needed vacation. No matter your
experience or taste, there is a story written just for you. Each story has its own personality and feel to it. They are written with very
little personal details like names and physical descriptions for the sole purpose of allowing anyone to imagine themselves in the
stories. "I read them slow because I don't want to miss a detail! They are amazing and so freaking intense! Your short stories
actually turn me on! It is the most exotic experiences in each story, and I can't explain it, but I can't stop reading" (BB, Illinois).
Suppose you were seduced by an immortal Goddess today. And discover she has devoted herself faithfully to you for centuries,
but you don’t remember past life details. What would you do? Eighteen-year-old Lauren has survived school in her small town,
just about. She’s never had a girlfriend, and she doesn’t have a life plan. She does have the devotion of an immortal Goddess.
Hestia might well be the first of the Olympian gods, but her job has been to keep the home fires burning, which means she doesn’t
get out much. She doesn’t mind staying in, but it wasn’t the same when her soulmate went missing for hundreds of years. When
they reunite, their passion and desire are enough to light more fires. They can’t keep their hand off each other. Watch out for
ebooks melting because of the heat and undergarments bursting into flames. Hestia is a sizzling lesbian fantasy romance. It
features lovers reunited, with a happy ever after. Lesbian erotic romance writen by a woman. LesFic. ***44,000 words***
As Lucy Muchelney watches her ex-lover’s sham of a wedding, she wishes herself anywhere else. It isn’t until she finds a letter
from the Countess of Moth, looking for someone to translate a groundbreaking French astronomy text, that she knows where to
go. Showing up at the Countess’ London home, she hoped to find a challenge, not a woman who takes her breath away.
Catherine St Day looks forward to a quiet widowhood once her late husband’s scientific legacy is fulfilled. She expected to hand
off the translation and wash her hands of the project—instead, she is intrigued by the young woman who turns up at her door,
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begging to be allowed to do the work, and she agrees to let Lucy stay. But as Catherine finds herself longing for Lucy, everything
she believes about herself and her life is tested. While Lucy spends her days interpreting the complicated French text, she spends
her nights falling in love with the alluring Catherine. But sabotage and old wounds threaten to sever the threads that bind them.
Can Lucy and Catherine find the strength to stay together or are they doomed to be star-crossed lovers?
Five nominees for Best Actress at the Academy Awards include one ready to kill the winner if she herself does not win, in a satiric comic
thriller featuring an aging diva whose notorious addictions may finally wreck her career. Original.
Lise Cabot has it all. A successful realtor in Aspen, Lise is married to her high school sweetheart and is the mother of two great kids, Michael
and Candace. To her two closest friends, Kitty and Cheryl, Lise's life appears ideal, until her husband Scott is passed over for the partnership
in the architectural firm where he works. At the party to welcome her husband's new boss, a woman she's determined to despise, Lise meets
Juliana Rhodes. The attraction is immediate and unsettling for Lise, sending her perfectly balanced life into a tailspin.
A celebration of the sensuality and sexuality of lesbian femmes.
The SapphiConnection exists to bring like-minded women together for fun and sexual stimulation. Find your hot date for the night and fulfill all
your mutual desires: no kink is forbidden, no attractions laughable, and most of all, your satisfaction is guaranteed. Finally, all five parts have
been brought together in one collection! This 30,000 word collection includes: Part 1 Food lover Xiu has never met a woman like Sonia
before: older, sexier, and a successful (retired) five-star chef with a legacy as colorful as her dishes. Their first date together after meeting
online has them feeling a little more than a ~spicy~ attraction, but it's the sweetness of Sonia's charms that leads Xiu into following her home.
It seems that Sonia has a lot to teach her young pupil - soon Xiu discovers all the raunchy things one can do with a single strawberry. But the
grand finale arrives in the form of every grocer's favorite vegetable...ranch not included. Part 2 Sonia has traveled the world over in search of
the latest and greatest cuisine, and has met a plethora of wonderful women along the way. However, her tastes are renewed when she meets
Xiu, a young woman with the same affinities as Sonia - if albeit inexperienced. For their second date Sonia decides to treat her young lover to
a chocolaty delight: one bottle of chocolate syrup, served with a wooden spoon. Part 3 While out perusing the local farmer's market one
morning, Xiu and her older girlfriend Sonia discuss their relationship thus far: a delightful adventure into the world of food fetishism. During
their talk, Sonia brings up something they have yet to try, and something Xiu cannot wrap her head head around. Melons. Specifically,
cantaloupe. Sonia promises there is a new appetite to satiate the moment they get home, but Xiu is dubious. How does one incorporate a
cantaloupe into their love life? All Xiu knows is that she hopes it's not what she thinks it is! Part 4 Sonia has been planning her trip to Latin
America for months now. While her advisers bicker and tell her what to do, all she can think about is asking her young lover Xiu to go with
her. In order to build up the confidence to ask her, however, Sonia must put Xiu through one more trial - this time in the bathroom, where a
tub full of breakfast grains awaits! Part 5 The invitation to run away to Latin America still haunts Xiu as she battles her feelings with what she
"should" be doing in life. Convinced that she should break it off with Sonia, she goes to her house and discovers that their passion runs hotter
than a kitchen fire. The final installment of their testimony, it's time for Xiu and Sonia to decide which delicious path to travel! This work
depicts graphic lesbian sex and naughty, naughty words. Not intended for minors or those who get miffed at a lack of men.
Meet Snow White and the Evil Queen as you never have before in this lesbian erotic romance retelling of the classic fairytale.Once upon a
time, there was a princess, and an Evil Queen.Fated by powers of old to be enemies, Princess Snow White and the Evil Queen wage war,
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until the Evil Queen poses an unusual truce: Snow will spend a Moon's cycle by her side, during which time she will decide whether she
wants to stay with the queen, or return to her husband, the prince.Can Snow White and the Evil Queen overcome their terrible past and find
love? Or will destiny tear them apart?For fans of adult fairytales and lesbian romance!
Note: Cover has been revised but content is the same.Everything you ever believed about your sexuality may be turned on its head upon
meeting the right person.When television commercial production coordinator Meg Curtis gets stood up by her longtime boyfriend, she vents
her frustration by feverishly writing in a diary. At a time when she is unsure about all things romantic, she encounters 5th grade teacher
Regina Baker at yoga class, a free-spirited single mom who is beautiful, playful, and impossibly intriguing. What starts as friendship turns
sharply toward something more as they learn they each share a love for very dark and unconventional sensual expression. Despite significant
differences in lifestyle, each woman is desperate to get close to the other to explore the depths of devotion.Shocked, yet thrilled by the
intense level of Regina's erotic desire, Meg turns apprehensive. She had never been with a woman- never had to be in society with a woman,
never had to wonder what labels may be placed upon her relationship, never considered herself anything but obsessed with men. Regina,
also enchanted by a woman for the first time, finds freedom from the pressures of daily life by committing herself to Meg. Compelled by the
need for a balance between worlds, the two embark on a daring, passionately physical role-playing game. Welcoming Regina's darkest
needs, Meg explores her own deep-seated desires that have been locked away in the shadows her whole life.Erotic, amusing, and profoundly
romantic, Owning Regina is a tale that will awaken you, possess you, and transport you to an alternate universe that steams with passion and
danger. This book is intended for mature audiences.The Author:Lorelei Elstrom is an office executive and blossoming writer based out of the
San Francisco Bay Area. She never considered a career in writing until coming upon the idea of working in a fictionalized diary format, which
provides absolute freedom to truly express one's most private thoughts in the first person. Discovering this format helped her gain the
courage to pick up the pen to write her first novel, Owning Regina.Cover art by Eric Wallis
Have you ever wondered what it would be like to give into forbidden temptation or to play out your wildest fantasies?I want to show you my
deepest darkest secret. I want to open my secret diary and tell you all my "hot" relationships and erotic adventures. This secret diary contains
all my thoughts and emotions... Some stories are scandalous and others are really spicy! Follow me on this little journey. I hope you will enjoy
the ride!Advisory: this book of erotica taboo sex stories contains explicit sexuality and adult contents that may be deemed by someone to be
offensive, indecent or otherwise objectionable. Please read it at your own discretion.These erotic stories include: Layla My Erotic Secret Diary
1Layla My Erotic Secret Diary 2Layla My Erotic Secret Diary 3Layla My Erotic Secret Diary 4Erotcia novels whit Explicit Taboo Short Stories!
Erotic Collection! Lesbian Adventures!Eroctic Romance - Hot Taboo Short Sexy Stories CollectionBSDM Erotica - Hot Taboo Short Sexy
Stories CollectionThis Book is intended for Adults only!!
A collection of six erotic lesbian stories Bobbing for Peaches by Giselle Renarde Melanie’s been busy in the kitchen, and when Jocelyn gets
home from work she’s in the mood to play with her food. Melanie’s prepared a warm concoction of milk and peaches with a dash of
cinnamon and a hint of Jocelyn’s pricey Tahitian vanilla. It’s time to get naked and get messy! First Love, Great Love by Olivia London Is
there anything more intoxicating than that first sweet kiss from a special lady love? Claire and her lover thrive in Atlanta’s gay scene until a
trip to San Francisco broadens their horizons. From the moment Claire mounts her new girlfriend’s motorcycle, she finds she’s in for the ride
of her life. Time for a Change by Jacey Kavenagh A disappointing sex life seemed to indicate that a change of image was in order if I were
ever to attract the right sort of partner to fulfil my needs. Looking for inspiration in an upmarket dress shop I found myself watching a very
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attractive shop assistant. I was willing to bet that, unlike me, she wouldn’t put up with guys who had absolutely no idea how to turn a woman
on. She seemed vaguely familiar, and I found myself recalling exciting memories of an experience from my youthful past – waking in me a
desire I had thought long forgotten. Making Sweet Music by Courtney James Joanne wants to eat her lunch in peace, but the buskers make
that impossible – until the day she hears the girl with the sweet voice who writes her own songs. Overcoming her resistance to asking a
complete stranger out on a date, Joanne is about to discover that Kayleigh’s talents extend to the bedroom too. The Joy of Seduction by
Penelope Friday Young debutante Charlotte is flattered when older lady Miss Abbott – Lucia – takes a friendly interest in her. But she knows
that the feelings she has for Lucia in return are wrong. Nevertheless, she can’t stop dreaming of her. But what would Lucia say if she knew
how Charlotte felt about her? Better to Receive, Then Give by Lynn Lake They were supposed to be getting ready to go out bar-hopping. But
when Holly slapped her roomie on the bare ass with her bare hand, things got a little heated right then and there. Holly dished it out, and then
her roomie gave it back, much to both girls’ deep dirty delight.
Reader comments:"I had to force myself to put it down and go to sleep a few times.""This is a romance novel for people who don't usually
read romances.""I am thoroughly hooked . . . Great descriptive work allowed me to envisage the stark beauty of the West Texas
location."Quail Fried Rice is a romance novel written in a somewhat literary style outside the usual "romance" formula. The story follows Tori
Reed and Elena Rios--talented, smart and beautiful women--as they transition their lives away from big cities to the pace and culture of a
small town in West Texas. Readers join their journey as they create new lives for themselves in the midst of grief, loss, significant change,
and the pressures of societal expectation. The result is an artful narrative of discovery set within the sparse beauty of the desert
landscape.More from readers:"Just finished it. I LOVE it! Beautifully done.""I love these women!"Quail Fried Rice is a book for people who
appreciate artful writing, happy endings, and a story driven by strong characters and a sense of place. If you like to lose yourself for the
weekend in a good book, this novel is for you.
Will her first kiss be her last? Sexy reporter Nicole Hendricks may have bitten off more than she can chew this time, as she delves into the
world of organized crime and drug smuggling, and along the way meets the woman of her dreams. All she wanted was to impress her editor,
dump her boyfriend, and explore the world. All she got was a wild ride that takes her across the world and into a lesbian romance she never
expected. Is her new lover a dangerous criminal or the hot woman of her dreams. Will Nicole survive her mission long enough to find out?
Warning: This story contains adult themes, lesbian sex, and a scene of sexual torture. If you are an adult who loves romance, intrigue, spy
thrillers, and lesbian love, this is the book for you. Get a copy today
Building a bridge between two worlds can be tricky. Hannah Shephard likes her life, her job, and her perfectly cozy apartment around the
corner from her shop. She’s never been one to take big risks and would much rather stay in on a Friday night with a warm cup of decaf and
her favorite mystery novel, so why do her friends insist she needs more? Plus, Hannah has bigger problems to focus on. She’s in trouble.
Well, her bookstore is, and if she doesn’t find a way to bring in some more cash, she’ll be closing the doors of A Likely Story for good. When
world famous romance novelist Parker Bristow accepts her request to come in for a signing, Hannah might finally be able to drum up some
much-needed attention and save the shop. What she didn’t anticipate was an unexpected evening and a woman she wouldn’t soon forget. A
real romance is off the table. Parker is flashy, sought after, and Hannah is just, well, Hannah. But for Parker, it seems like Hannah might be a
safe place to fall. The question is, what kind of falling are they doing?
When Davina moves in, Greer expects the delicious diva to help out with household chores. No such luck! Davina doesn't do windows... or
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dishes or anything else. One day Greer's frustration comes to a head, and she realizes the only way Davina will ever contribute is if she gets
to put on a show. Greer is more than happy to watch her woman vacuum, as long as it's in pearls, high heels, and vintage lingerie! Enjoy
butch/femme lesbian erotic fiction today!
Who We Love is a bundle of 3 of Colleen Cooper’s steamy and sensual lesbian romances. If you’re looking for lesbian romance books that
are heartwarming, sensitive, and also steamy and passionate, then this collection is for you. Who We Love is roughly 105,000 words long (or
467 pages long), and contains the books Changes, Rebound, and Two Days. Also contained is the bonus book The Seduction. * Changes
Every now and then, something happens to us… And we change. Not just a small change. Not just a tweak here or a nudge there. No, a
drastic change. Something fundamental. After my sister died was when I changed. After my sister died was when I met her, and she helped
me through my grief. She was beautiful… stole my attention from the moment I saw her. She was sexy as sin, too. My stomach knotted when
she came close. And when she spoke to me, I found I felt instantly better. I felt less sad. I felt… complete. I was falling for this woman. She
was simply amazing. The problem is… I’m not gay. I’m not a lesbian. So why do I feel these things for her? Why do I feel like I’m crossing
over into another world? And, most terrifying of all… …Is it possible she loves me back? * Rebound Kate thought she had it all — a successful
career, a gorgeous girlfriend, and a well-organized life… until she didn’t. Debs breaks up with her, and she wants nothing more than to crawl
under the covers and stay there. But then Kate runs into Alex, and the woman simply steals her breath away. She’s got legs to die for, is
sexy as sin… and Kate finds herself altogether forgetting about her now ex-girlfriend. One torrid night of steamy passion later, and Kate is left
wondering if this new girl, Alex, is just a rebound, or if this is for real. The day gets brighter when she’s around Alex. Her heart beats faster
when she catches Alex’s eyes. And heat rushes to her center when she touches Alex’s lips. Could it be that this is more than just a rebound
fling? And will their relationship survive Debs returning into the fold to wreak havoc? * Two Days What is there to celebrate when you’re
stuck in a rut in both love and life? But as Lindsey contemplates her life, a confused woman who thinks she should desire men, but doesn't, a
beautiful beacon lights the way in the night. Her name is Melina, and she’s a gorgeous German model in town for only two days. And, for
some reason, Lindsey can't stop staring at her. A chance encounter turns to conversation, and Lindsey is enraptured. Two days is all she has
to get to know Melina. Two days is all she has to figure out what this new yearning is she's feeling for Melina. Questions burn in Lindsey's
scrambled mind... Why is she turned on by this admittedly sexy-as-sin woman? Why does her stomach tighten at the sight of her? And is it
possible to find out you’re actually a lesbian, *and* fall in love with a woman... in just Two Days? *
Lesbian Naughty Bundle - A Collection of Hot And Steamy Lesbian Short Stories With Major Girl-On-Girl Action A FF collection of three
steamy naughty romance stories involving hot sensual lesbian love and lust. Lesbian Hot Cakes While picking up an order of rainbow
cupcakes at the bakery, Sabrina finds herself face-to-face with an incredibly hot, pierced, and tattooed sexy vixen. She succumbs to her lust
and caves to the sexy temptation behind the counter. Sabrina experiences Deanna's hot fudge, strawberries, and frosting...and not just on
the cupcakes. MILF Boss Ashley Turner is a ruthless business woman who worked hard to get to the top. Raven is a young and sexy woman
in need of a college internship. Will Raven be able to tease out the seductive MILF hiding beneath Ashley's designer business suit to land the
position? Keeping the boss satisfied turns into her number one priority. An Unforgettable Drive When Murphy's jeep is in the shop for repairs,
she turns to the college message board for a ride home. She finds a post from Jan who is also going home for the weekend. Murphy soon
finds out Jan has packed more than just her overnight bag and is more than willing to turn the innocent drive home into a ride they will never
forget.
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From the bestselling author of In Her Shoes, All Fall Down and the forthcoming novel Who Do You Love, Good in Bedis a funny and tender
story full of heart. Cannie Shapiro never wanted to be famous. The smart, sharp, plus-sized reporter was perfectly happy writing about other
people's lives for her local newspaper. And for the past twenty-eight years, things have been tripping along nicely for Cannie. Sure, her
mother has come charging out of the closet, and her father has long since dropped out of her world. But she loves her job, her friends, her
dog and her life. She loves her apartment and her commodious, quilt-lined bed. She has made a tenuous peace with her body and she even
felt okay about ending her relationship with her boyfriend Bruce. But now this... 'Loving a larger woman is an act of courage in our world,'
Bruce has written in a national woman's magazine. And Cannie - who never knew that Bruce saw her as a larger woman, or thought that
loving her was an act of courage - is plunged into misery, and the most amazing year of her life.
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